· hefty amount of back issues. "I feel like I've
gone full circle. Fifteen years later and I'm
doing comic. bOOks again."•
· Fifth World Books and Gifts
419 East 2100 South
Robert Firmage was the floor manager
of the bookstore at Cosmic in 1979. ''I think
that was the real flower point of the store,
myself. Before that it was smaller and it was
right after I left that Jones and Ken were
. bought out by Bruce. It was really quite a
family by that point."
Since then, he's had his translations of
· poetry: published, most notably Song of the
· West: Selected Poems of Georg Trakl, and
has been teaching at the University of Utah.
Robert opened Fifth World Books ~nd
Gifts in January of 1990. ''The basic idea is to
make good books available to the public," he
says. ''To have a book store with the ambience of oneyou'dfind on the west coast, or
on either coast for that matter. We're trying
to do classics in all genres. It's a bookstore
for book lovers.
"I've always thought in terms of having
a bookstore in Salt Lake much like what I
saw that the Cosmic might turn into. And al. though I'm limited to used books right now,
I'm still hoping to do new books."

Ken Sanders Books
PO Box 26707, Salt Lake City, UT
Ken started his own publishing company in 1980 and named it Drea~ Garden
· Press. The company is probably best known·
for it's annual series of western calendars,
most notably the Edward Abbey ones.
"Nowc though," he says, ''I've turned those
over to a California company called Golden
TUrtle press. I stlll create them and make
them here in Salt Lake City, but they print,
· market and distribute them. Dream Garden
Press stlll remains a small publishing company of which the thing I'm most proud of is
our edition of Edward Abbey's The Monkey
Wrench Gang which was illustrated by Robert Crumb. I still keep that in prinl.
. "I also have a
order business that I
· just call Ken Sanders Books. I deal anijquarian books, literature and nonfiction,
about the American West and Southwest
and the environment. Books are my passion.
In my background, I've been a printer, a
publisher, a book store owner, a book store
employee and a collector."
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Raunch Recorda

1121 Wllmlncton Av..,•
Brad Collins worked in the head shop at
the Cosmic from 1980 to 1983. He also had a
popular hard core radio show Sa~ay
nights on KRCL for years. ''The Cosmic was
a legacy:' he says. 'We all felt something
heavy for that store, more than it was just a
store.
We all came out pf there with our lives .
changed. We all knew we c.ould get some, thing different there."
Raurich was started in 1984 in a funky
old building underneath the Fourth South viaduct. It has since moved a couple of times
and is no~ onWilmington Avenue. 1'I'd say
we're a hardcorestore. We'll stock anything
that's harder core than the norm. In tern:\s of
bOoks, we were the first to do anything with .
the magazine ResearCh. And now we're a
hardcore skateboard store. I'd say we're do. ing more skates than music right now."
Smokey's Recorda

1515 SOuth 1500 EaSt
In addition to his years at the Cosmic,
Smokey also hosted the radio show
"Smokey's Blues Hour" for nearly fifteen
years. It was first broadcast on the AM radio
station KMOR, and then subsequently on
KUER and KRCL. The Cosmic Aeroplane,
when it was located at Ninth East and Ninth
South, was the show's t:irst sponsor.
After leaving the Cosmic Aeroplane,
· Smokey, of course, started his own record
shop. Smokey's Records practically needs
no introduction, being nearly as well-known
a store as the Cosmic itself was. Started in
1981, it was the was orte of the first major
stores. to spin off from the Cosmic. Since that
time, it has become the foremost source for
blues, bluegrass, folk, jazz and celtic music.
And of course, he still has the used records.

''When I was Gpening the shop," he says. ''I
seriously considered .:naming lt 'Dead Biker
Records.' I was motivated by the fact that the
money wouldn't have been there but for a ·
dead biker, my brother. He was an intellectu- ·
al rebel who was very mechanically inclined
and who was a free spirit. But my partners
talked me out ofthat real fast. And with the
Cosmic and the radio show, 'Smokey's
Records' was the continuum."
Wautch Book Distribution
268. South 200 East

. Bruce Roberts bought Wasatch Book
Distribution in 1989, a wholesale company
that distributes to retail·lt has a :regional emphasis, co11centrating on such areas as recrea.,.
tion, natural history and Native American
culture.
Butthe story doesn't end there.Justrecently; Jeff Salt, theowner of Halcyon·
Square, was legally able to acquire the name
Cosmic AeropJane and use it in conjuriction
with his !?tore. The reactions to this, needless
to say, have been very mixed. "My. view of
the situation,'' says Salt, "is that the torch has
been passed on for a new kind of look, a new
approach. I think we have an idea of what
we want to do and its just going to ~ a p:rcr
cess where it's going to take some time to
build it up. We're a grass roots effort, basically.
"One of the reasons I chose to bring the
Cosmic Aeroplane back is because! personally felt that there was need in. the community to have that focal point. We want to be
able to access all sectors of the cultures that
are here in Salt Lake and in Utah.
''I've had quite a bit of positive re~porise.
already and I've had a major increase in traffic compared with what Halcyon Square was
doing. Basically, Cosmic Aeroplane is an entity at Halycon Square and we~ve got some
future ideas about how we're going .to structure all of it so
that everything still maintains some
kind of an identity. As time goes on, we'll be
able to clarify the definition of,.~ hat thal is as
we get a little bit furtlter into what we want

gy took~n incredible amount of work, sacrifice, and money to create, and no one will
ever be able to replace the unique conglomeration of talented employees that store was
so fortunate to have.
"The owners weren't businessmen, we
tube our chance when we had it, and we lost
the store. More power to anyone who uses it
as a model to start their own business. But to
wander in on this scene and also appropriate
the name of the role model becomes an avari~
cious act in. my mind. .
''Time will t~ll how people respond to.
this person's concept of a great marketing
idea; I k.now for a fact, however, that, as all
the employees used to say about someone
who didn't get it about the store, 'He's not
Cosmic."'
.
.
And Steve Jones? ''I'm pretty positive,"
he Sflys.. ''I don'thave any problem with him .·
using the name. I came up with it iri'67. '1
think a Cosmic could do that again, do a mix

ofthings so that you get a variety of people
coming in. The little small separate stores are
good, but that means people get off in their
own separate little groups. Part of the secret
of the Aeroplane is that it mixed all those
people. together. And· there; s still a need for
. something like that, I think.
"I guess we're talking abouta cycle. You
have a big operation and all the5e things
spring out from it. But that still leaves a need
for another central operation and then more
thin~ can spring out from that. So, do it all
over again. This time, !think, there should
be even more of a mix. You could come up
with a name and say, hey, it's just like the
old Cosmic, but why not just say it's the Cosmic?"

By Joe Stohel
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someplace where people will come in and
. actually learn something. We're als'? interested in trying to help sponsor more oommunity oriented activities.
·
''I think it's important for people to understand that there is a disconnection With the
original owners, which sotne people may rally around, so~ people may object to, that's
okay. I don't want to claim that I'm coming
up with something totally new, that's definitely not what I'm telling people."
I asked the owneri> of the original Cosmic
Aeroplane what their reaction was to a new .
Cosmic. ''It's been so long," says Ken Sanders,
"that there's not any realemotion about the
old Cosmic anymore. What I'd have to say,·
and I'm assuming that whoever's doing it is
of a younger generation than I am, is that it
kind of confirms all of my worst suspicions
about the younger generation. Haven't they
got anything original to say or to do? I'm not
.trying to be one of t~se people that say, hey
man, the sixties is where it's happerifng. But I
do think one should strive for originality and
creativity iri what one does."
· Bruce Roberts wrote a letter to the Event
· which,.out of space censtraints, I'll :need to
condense here. "At first," he writes,-''I was
· shoc:ked tha.t spmeone would use a name
that became a paitofSalt Lake History·for
personal gain. But after giving it some
thought, I figured this guy might have a
great idea here~ Next he
buiBob's Motel
on Third West, clean up all the needles in the
rooms and reopen it as 'Hotel Utah.' As long
as he doesn't mind a few legalities, he could
change his name to Bill Graham, rent out a
portion of the old Salt Palace and call it. the
'Fillmore Ballroom.' And if this guy ever
learns to play guitar, just think of the names
available to achieve instant stardom.
If the owner of Halcyon Squan> A~!'
change his name,! suggest he use :\
.: tck~
ens.' If he thinks registering.a name ~vith the.
State of Utah will allow him clear sailing on
his dream to recreate Cosmic Aeroplane, he
is sadly mistaken. I know first hand what
special energy that store exuded. That ener-
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History ofthe Cosmic_Aeroplane
was a part of Film Row as well,
whiCh is why it was oo small
and cramped. It was just a
screening room." ·
"We decided to go whole
hog-put down a hardwood
After toughing it out for five
floor and sandblast the walls. It
years on the west side, in 1974 Steve Jones
was an incredible· amount of
decided to move the Cosmic Aeroplane to
work. If we'd known how
a small building near 400 South and West
much, I don't know if we'd
Temple. "When we moved there," he says,
have done it. It kept on taking
"things picked up immediately. There was
em incredible amount of time
more traffic since it was more convenient
and money. I think Bruce probaand closer to downtown. But. space bebly took a loan out because he
came a problem. It was sinall and I started
had more security than anyto get popular. I mean, twenty people·
body else did."
would fill the place up. It would get a little
"We got the hardwood floor
crowded."
from the gymnasium of the old
With the sharp upswing in patronage,
.
mental hospital in Provo that
Jones knew he had tapped into something
to see if he was interested in managing it.
they were tearing down;" said Jones. "We
and when his soon-to-be partner, Bnic§!
"Steve came to me at some point in 1975,"
had to go down and tear-up the floor, load
recalls Sanders, "and asked, 'Would you
it up on trucks, bring it back up here, lay it
Roberts, came into an inheritance, they decided to expand the focus of the shop an
be interested in managing a bookstore?
down and finish it. We. had some people to
move to a bigger location.
·I've got this silent partner who's willing to
do some of it, bt.ltit was still a hell of a lot
"Bruce Roberts and I had known each
invest in it and turn it into a reality. We
of work. We had anold tin-ceiling that we
other since 1970 or so~" says Jones,~'rnaybe
want a bigger place and we want a real
got out the Mint Cafe, but we never did get
even before then. I had done the Electric
bookstore."
that mounted. That's why all those weird
Neios and he later did a paper called The
''We kicked it back and forth and I final·
strips of wood were up on the ceiling.".
Street Paper, a more political newspaper.
ly said to him, 'Well, I'll do it bllt I don't ·
.In 1976, th~ new Cosmic Aeroplane
want to work for you. I'll manage the book-·
had its grand opening and it was immedi:.
Bruce and I had talked for a couple of
years about doing something with the
store, I'll run the bookstore, I'll create the
ately successful. The first year alone saw·
shop if money was somehow available.
bookstore, but you have to make me a part$100,0QO dollars in sales: By1979, that figWe were both agreed that
·
ner.' Now, I had no mon- u //./(!
ure was up to $1.1.million.
a
o1ng
we woUld expand into
VV1 w1
f!!Y, but I insisted. I think I
·· 1 ·e.
.·
·"It· just went right away,"
books._ Music was not part . b' ·
l
d ended up having to
the
s_ays Jones. ''Everything was
of t.he formt,tla at first. It
Sciounge up about $1500
·
right. I don't think you .
was books and the head
cash and then pledging
could possibly plan out
shop, the psychedelic shop b'o.okstorl2. ,,
some rare books and .
s.elling
sOmething like that or anticand definitely an expan~ion
Stuffas COllateral."
ipate that SOmething }ike .
of the jewelry end ofit.
"Really, in essence, I
that would be as successful
When Bruce carne into an inheritance, it
talked my way in to a one third
it was. We just happened
gave us some capital to work with."
partnership. I just refused to do it on an
to be at the right place at the right timeTo getthe bookstore aspect of the new
employee basis. So,.in 1975, we were off
for books, jewelry, incense, head shop
venture started, Jon~s approached Sanders
and running, even though we had no store
stuff, music. Hell, when the music store
really go.t going; that's just exactly when
yet. I opened up a bank account and I had
carte blanch.e to run 1t. Steve would put
things were really starting to happen."
money in it and I started buying books
Smokey .Koelsch was responsible for
and opening upaccounts and getting ourinitiating the new music department. He·
selves established. I also hired the book- .
recalls his time with the Cosmic Aeroplane: "When the store was on West Temstore's first employee, Lucy Fairchild,
ple, I was out of work and rather desper[now an active artist in town] and she
ate, so I asked Jones for work. He needed
used to come to work iil the attic of my old
somebody to sit behind the counter and
·house on the West side. We had this attic
. sell bongs and that sort of stuff, so he
crammed ftill of books, started an inventohired me for it. He was doing used records ·
ry control system and started everything
and he never had time for it.'~ .
going long before the store even had a lo"I was kind of digging on !he used
·
cation, let alone was open."
. records and said, 'Hey, Steve, these people
It was Jones who came up with the per-·
are wanting their used records bought and
feet location for the new and expanded
you never have time to look at them. How
Cosmic Aeroplane. ''We found this spot
about teaching me to do it?' And so he
open on FirSt South whic~ was right next to
painstakingly took the tim~ over a period
the Blue Mouse theater," said Jones. '1t was
of a couple of weeks illustrating to me
a perfect location, although it did rteed a lot
what to do and what not to do ..It wasn't
of work. The walls were all a weird combivery long until I was· doing it exclusively.
nation of brick or stucco or paint. It was diWhen they moved over to the other store, I
vided up into rooms to some extent inside
. was still doing the used records. But I was
_and there were old partitions."
still the head shop employee who sat be.,'1t was originally a film distribution
hind the counter and taughf people how to
building, one of the old Film Ro:w build- .
use a bong, even though I've yet to use a
ings/' Jones continued. "The Blt~.e Mouse
bong in iny life. I liked doing the used
records and I hated selling paraphernalia."
"And then; lo and behold/' says
Smokey, "my brother blows through town
on· his grand western state motor tour. He
was a biker and he blew into town at the
same time the1t the Cosmic had its grand
opening on First South."
"At the. termination of my brother's mo.;.
torcycle trlp, he .was blown away by a
. drunk driving slob who ran stop sign and
ran into him. My brother was on the literal
last leg of his trip, two ~locks from home;
And he had bought, un~knownst to any of
us, a double indemnity life ·insurance policy
with my sister and myself as hlsbeneficiar. ies. So, suddenly, there's allthis money that
. came. My sister and I had these kind of. .
shock waves, like, what are we going to do
with all this money, and God, our brother's
gone. I told my sister, 'Well if Charlie were
here; he'd sayt(lke..the money, dummy, and
. do something withit."'
"And I thought, look at what's going
on with the Cosmic. What a dynamic
place. It's got the combination of all these

The previous (Dec 1, 1992) issue of The
Event featured an article on the early history
of the Cosmic Aeroplane .. Here is the continuation of that story.
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elements-the bOokstore and the jewelry. ·
. by the end of the 1980s, it started to wind
.Let; s put a. r~cord store in there and not
down~ Roberts set up a sale for the Cosmic
just do used records. Let's take some of
Aeroplane in 1990, but that fell through
this money and .invest it by putting new
and he .ultimately liquidated the store to
records in there and' building it. When I
concentrate on his book distribution, busisaid, 'Let's do l1 record store,' Jones, Rob~· ·
ness.
er·ts and Sanders said, 'Wow, what nice
The doors finally closed for fhe last
dynamic combination. Let's do it.' And we
time on February 1, 1991, ending ..nearly a
.did."
.
. quarter of a century of that uniq{i¢ institu"They took a good chunk
11•••
tion's worthwhile cont~butions
of my money to pay existing
•
to the community. Richard
. debt and they left me with a
Montague, a longtime bookfew thousat:td d~Uars so that I
keeper for the Cosmic, bought
was able to place some initial
the gift side of the shop in 1989
orders to cutout distributors.
and named it Stargazer, but it
At that time the cutout dis-··
only lasted until the end of .
·1991.
.
tributors .still had some really
good stuff that the labels
Why diq the Cosmic Aerowere durn ping, so we got a
plane finally go under? EveryniCe inventory for cheap."
one seeins to have their own
"From there," continues ·
theory as to the reasons for its
Smokey, "w~ started to build
eventual demise, but the three
11
principal owners each gave me
a new record department and
I built it up. Well, it grew and T '
the same single factor: the fact
g.rew, and in a couple of years, we were·
that they weren't businessmen .. Through
suddenly being chosen as the best record
their ideas and their vision and through
store by Utah Holiday magazine. That
the enthusiastic energy of the pep,ple that
happened for t':VO or three.years:·By this
worked there, the Cosmic was apl,e to tap
tiJ:lle, corporate differences became evident
into a community need that mad~ it into me and it became evident that it was
credibly successful. And although that
time for me to move on. That's when I
success maintained itself for yea'~s by
wrote my formal request to sellmy.shares
.building up a base of loyal customers, in
and pull myself out."
the end it wasn't enough.
'When I was opening Smokey's
Jose Knighton worked at the Cosmic for
·Records, I setiou~ly considered naming it
over twelve years before movi~g to Moab
'Dead Biker Records.' I was motivated by
to manage Back of Beyond, a bookstore that .
the fact tha,t the
wouldn't have been
still
the
of store that the Cosmic epitomized. In an ·
interview with the Deseret News on the closing
of the store, he said:
"The demise of the
counterculture took the
heart out of the bookstore. Everybody's turning into yuppies and
. their kids are growing
·up to be Repu1)1icans."
On the fir~a'ncial ·
side, Roberts. notes the
follo\\jng contributing
factors; :''It really crip..
plec;i the business when
two of.'the partners
wrote their way out of
it. The 'business couldn't
· afford that. It deprived us ofbeing able to
there but for a: dead b.iker, my brother~ He
keep the stock up that we had.
was a:n intellectual l"E:bel who.was very me"The timing of that prevented us from
chanically inclined and who was a free spir.it. But my partners talked me out of that
getting much into CDs. We had an audiophile clientele in records and we didn't
real fast. And with the Cosmic and the ra,.
dio show [Snwkey's Blues Hour], 'Smokey's'
know whether they were going to go with
CDs or continue to buy import digital auRecords' was the contlnuum."
.dio records. We did a huge business in imThe bookstore was Cl}s0 high doing export records and trying to second guess
tremely well. 'The. store was very success. ful," says Sanders. "!think it was because
that change Jn the market was very, very
difficult."
we offered. books that no one had ever
Whatever the reasons, when the Costhought to offer ,in the greater Salt Lake
area: m~taphysics, eastern religions, altermic Aeroplane closed in 1991, a chapter of
native lifestyles, how-to books,·solar enerlocal history ended with it. Knighton pergy, underground comics, comic books, colhaps summed it up best ~vhen the Deseret
News asked him if hewa~.·sad to see the
lector's stuff, antiqllarian books, rare Utah
Mormon books; we~tern Americana, sciCosmic Aeroplane go. ''\eah," he said,"
ence fiction and fantasy, art, film, photogjust like I would be sadt~ see ~meone
raphy, we had it."
·
bulldoze the Statue of Liberty. But we
evolve. Nothing lasts forever.',
But by1981, Sanqers was also ready to
leave. ''When l started the bookstore," he
says, "I di~ evetything. It was a challenge,. , By
it was creative and I had carte blanche from
Steve and Bruce to do it as I saw fit. Over ·.
. the years, H grew artd grew and grew.
· Response to this story has been profuse.
Eventually, l hfred peoplefor'all of the
tasks that I had created, formalized and
Event readers are encouraged to send comdid. In essence, I replaced. myself. With the ··
ments or contributions on their memories of ·
. the old Cosmic. What made i't special? What is
exception of the old books and the anti-:- ·
the response to a new Cosmic Aeroplane, and .
quarian books, Igot'bored with it. It wasn't
what should be in it? Send letters, photos, sto- i
· challenging or fun anymore. "On the other
ries, or materials to Joe Stohel cfo The Event
side of it, increasingly I wanted to go in difNewspaper, PO Box 510812 1 SLC, UT
ferent directions than the corporation want84151. .
ed to go. Steve and Bruce wanted more and
.
more control of the bookstore and I was unwilling to give· itto them.· We came to an
impasse on it. So I took a leave of ab5ence
and we worked out a buy out;''
Less than a year later, Jones left as
· well. After fifteen years, he was burnt out
and decided to take an extended vacation.
· Roberts Was now the sole owner. Th.e Cosmic Aeroplane continued to soar and in
1985, it had its biggest year, sales wise. But

a

we were
SUdd8n/y being
ChOSen as the ·

best record store
by Utah Holiday
magazine. That
happened for
.two or three
uears.
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NOTE: This is the front page of "The Event"
in Late December 1992, with Part II of
Joe Stohel's "History of the Cosmic Aeroplane."

